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1 INTRODUCTION

When the Norwegian Parliament opened the southeastern Barents Sea for petroleum activity in 2013, it did so based

on an impact assessment report prepared by theMinistry of Petroleum and Energy (NorwegianMinistry of Petroleum

and Energy, 2012–2013). In 2016 the first licenses to drill in this area were awarded, and two environmental organi-

zations sued the Norwegian state for awarding them. To prepare for the court case the organizations commissioned

two economists with expertise in resource and environmental economics to review the impact assessment report and

these commissioned economists quickly discoveredmajor errors.

For one, the report did not discount the expected costs and future incomes—a standard procedure in such reports.

Discounting with a 4% real interest rate would have reduced the estimated net income from opening the area by

approximately 38%. This would make the opening a net loss (Greaker & Rosendahl, 2017a, 2017b). The report also

estimated the gross income in the scenario with low petroleum findings to be twice what the underlying numbers

showed (Greaker & Rosendahl, 2017b). These two mistakes together with optimistic estimates of employment num-

bers and the future oil price made it seem like there was no economic risk associated with opening, and this may have

contributed to the Parliament’s decision to open the area in spite of resistance from both environmentalists and the

fishing industry (Greaker & Rosendahl, 2017a; NTB, 2017; Tomassen, 2017).

A standard remedy when mistakes are made in political life is to find someone to hold to account. But when

experts are involved in governance processes they are rarely held to account for their mistakes. This is sometimes

seen as a legitimacy problem of expert-reliant governance, and warnings are given about handing over more power to

“unaccountable” experts. So, is the solution tomake experts more accountable?

The popularity of “accountability” as a remedy for all kinds of problems has led to inflation and fragmentation of

meanings attributed to the term, and also to uncritical uses of accountability measures. Still, this article argues that

accountability of experts remains crucial for addressing the legitimacy problems brought up by increasing expert

dependency. Yet, instead of proposing a new type of accountability regime applicable to all contexts were experts take
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2 LANGVATN AND HOLST

part, the article takes a step back and asks:What exactly does itmean to hold experts “accountable”? Andwhat are the

distinct challenges of expert accountability?

There are several studies of expert accountability in relation to particular institutions, such as public agencies (e.g.,

Busuioc, 2013; Schillemans et al, 2021), central banks (e.g., Heldt&Herzog, 2021), judicial review (e.g., Contini &Mohr,

2007), and parliaments (e.g., Crum, 2017; Eriksen & Katsaitis, 2020). Yet, these studies are typically difficult to com-

pare because they define accountability in differentways or leave definitions implicit or underspecified. They also rely

on different taxonomies of subtypes, and make different, or have unclear, assumptions about what account-holding is

good for. Furthermore, they focus on different types of institutions, and types of experts and expert roles that differ in

ways that will be relevant for what can serve an appropriate and balanced set of expert accountability relations.

We believe there is need for a more general and systematic approach to expert accountability, and in contrast to

some previous attempts (e.g., Holst & Molander, 2017; Moore, 2017), our contribution connects in more detail the

literature on expert governance to the vast literature on accountability, so as to tease out the finer set of complexities

in a more accurate manner. The aim is to provide conceptual and analytical tools that facilitate further comparative

andevaluative researchonexpert accountability, and in particular for researchonexpertswho takepart in governance

processes, as many experts do. The article uses the impact assessment case to exemplify definitions and distinctions ,

but also to illustrate the distinct challenges, and the tradeoffs, that are involved when holding experts to account.

The first part of the article clarifies our use of the term “expert,” and looks at the wide range of roles that experts

can have in the context of governance. The second part works out a narrow but differentiated conception of expert

accountability that helps us see how different subtypes of accountability may draw in opposite directions. The third

part demonstrates how this conception of expert accountability allows us to map accountability relations that an

expert is a part of in a more precise way. Part four looks at the criteria for saying that an expert is, or is not, suffi-

ciently accountable. Part five analyzes the challengesof holding experts accountable. Two special challenges toholding

experts to account are identified—the problem of epistemic asymmetry, and the problem of expert biases and mis-

takes. These influence other more general challenges of accountability, such as the problem of forum drift and the

problems of many eyes and hands. The most proper response to these challenges will vary with institutional context

and the more particular goal of account-holding, but the article argues that horizontal forms of accountability—peer

professional and reputational accountability in particular—are key to expert accountability inmany settings. However,

expert bias, expert insularity, and forum drift can prevent these relations from functioning properly. There are more-

over tensions and tradeoffs between horizontal accountability types and types of accountability which are designed

to ensure democratic control and abuse of power. Finally, it is emphasized that expert accountability alone cannot

address the normative problems of expert-reliant governance.

2 WHO ARE THE “EXPERTS” OF “EXPERT-RELIANT” GOVERNANCE?

In Norway the decision to open new areas for petroleum activity lies with the Parliament. However, the Ministry of

PetroleumandEnergyare requiredby law topreparean impact assessment report beforeaparliamentarydecision can

be made. This report must be sent out for public consultation, and theMinistry must sum up the findings of the study

and the inputs from the public consultation in a white paper that should be presented to the Parliament. The decision

to open the southeastern Barents Sea thus involved a range of in-house experts in several ministries and agencies,

in addition to contracted experts from research and consultancy. Political parties, the media, and stakeholders—from

local communities and environmental NGOs to the petroleum and fishing industry—also consulted experts on a range

of topics relating to the opening. In short, various types of experts were sitting in several capacities, at all sides of the

table, and could exert a significant amount of power.

The opening of the southeastern Barents Sea is far from special in this regard. Political decisionmaking standardly

involves a range of experts, as well as a plethora of expert bodies, from public agencies and central banks, to advisory

committees and courts. Commentators have characterized this as the “expertization” of society and policy making
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LANGVATN AND HOLST 3

(Turner, 2003), and as the “rise of the unelected”—the development of a new branch of government made up of those

with expert knowledge that cuts across the traditional separation of powers (Vibert, 2007), as well as conventional

distinctions between government and civil society, public and private (Moore 2021).

To discuss the extent towhich accountability is the answer to the challenges of expert-reliant governance, we need

at least a working definition of expertise. In line with Alvin I. Goldman’s influential approach, we define experts as

those with considerable knowledge, and more knowledge than most others, in this or the other domain, who are also

able to use this knowledge skillfully on novel problems (2001(2011), p. 114). This makes the scientist or academic an

important expert category. In linewith this we often see terms such as “experts” and “scientists” used interchangeably,

and distinctions between experts drawn based on their disciplinary background (economists, lawyers, engineers, etc.).

However, experts can also be identified in other capacities (Grundmann, 2016), and there are sources of expertise

other than scientific training, such as especially relevant experiences or becoming knowledgeable about something

through practical engagement with certain issues over time (Collins & Evans, 2007). Experienced civil servants or

judges, for example, can possess this kind of practically gained expertise in addition to what they possess of scientific

and professional skills; the same can apply to civil society groups with substantive sector expertise.

Yet, experts as we shall refer to them here, not only have a certain level of competence in some area. Their knowl-

edge must also be of interest to someone and called for by them (Gundersen, 2018). Knowledgeable people become

then, according to this definition, experts, only when their knowledge is considered significant and relevant, and their

guidance is asked for. Finally, within this category of socially recognized knowers, we focus here on those that are

included in governance and policy making. Roughly speaking, this adds up to the professional class of “unelected”

knowers that are arguably increasingly influential in present day politics (see Habermas, 1992 for an early diagnosis

of “expertocracy”).

Accordingly, the “governance experts” we have inmind canwork in civil service, courts, consultancy, organizations,

associations, or in research institutions and universities; they can be information providers, advisors, agenda setters,

or even decisionmakers—as when a judge decides a court case, or a central bank board decides on interest rates.

Andweask,Whatdoes itmean tohold this varied, butdistinctive, categoryof experts “accountable”?What is expert

accountability?

3 ACCOUNTABILITY OF EXPERTS, IN THE CORE SENSE

Accountability is sometimes used in a wide sense to denote persons and organizations’ inner responsibility to moral

values and public interest norms, willingness to be responsible, transparent, and responsive, or to engage in dialog and

justification (Behn, 2001, p. 3–6; Bovens, 2010, p. 946;Dubnick, 2007;Mulgan, 2000, p. 555). The termmay also allude

to institutional arrangements such as separation of powers, constitutionalism, and judicial review (Mulgan, 2000, p.

563). Such broad approaches tend however to miss what is distinctive about accountability, and our starting point

is therefore rather what has been called accountability in the core sense, meaning “answerability for performance”

(Romzek, 2015, p. 28), or more precisely, “the process of being called ’to account’ to some authority for one’s actions”

(Bovens, 2007, p. 450). Accountability thus understood refers then to a specific social relation1 between an actor2, and

a forum3, where the actor is under an obligation, formally or informally, to explain and to justify his or her conduct, and

the forum has authority to request information and explanation of the actor’s actions in a domain, and subsequently

to sanction the actions (Bovens, 2007, p. 450).

When trying to delineatewhat accountability of experts in this core sensemeans, a first observation is that the gov-

ernance experts we have in mind, despite their internal diversity, generally have a considerable scope of discretion in

virtue of their expertise and thus typically have comparatively wide agent autonomy (Lindberg, 2013, p. 209). Accord-

ingly, even if these expertsmay be held to account formany aspects of their performance, expert accountability is first

and foremost a relation or mechanism aimed at controlling or constraining this scope. Accountability according to the
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4 LANGVATN AND HOLST

core definition is furthermore ex post facto, meaning that the expert is held accountable for past (and not for future)

performance.

Finally, the accountability we have in mind implies a distinct sequence of stages. Gijs Jan Brandsma and Thomas

Schillemans (2013), for example, speak of a three-stage process: “information,” “discussion,” and “consequences and

sanctions.”4 Yet, in the case of expert accountability wemust add the prior stages of delegation and use of discretion.5

This gives us the following typical sequence:

1. The expert is trusted with discretion in some domain.

2. The expert acts using his discretionary powers.

3. The forum requests information regarding the expert’s actions.

4. The expert provides information (or not).

5. The forum follows upwith questions and the expert answers.

6. The forum passes its judgment on the expert’s action and on the provided information.

7. The forum passes sanctions6 (or not).

Importantly, for an expert to stand in an accountability relationship, all of the things listed do not have to take place.

What is important is that they can happen, and that all involved are aware of this, somethingwhich presumably shapes

the expert’s expectations and behavior.7

3.1 Subtypes of accountability

Narrowing down accountability in this way allows for more precise characterizations of accountability subtypes, and

thus for a more precise discussion of the ways in which experts are, and are not, held to account. Yet, any taxonomy of

accountability sub-typeswill only beable to grasp someof themanyaspects of the relationbetween theaccountholder

and the accountee. We suggest, however, that a useful approach is to start with the taxonomy of Staffan I. Lindberg

(2013) and supplement it in a particular waywith the taxonomy of Bovens et al. (2014).

Lindberg’s taxonomy has the important advantage of placing sub-types of accountability on several axes simul-

taneously, while also differentiating between horizontal and vertical types of accountability which is of particular

importance when discussing expert accountability. Specifically, it focuses on three key characteristics of the account-

ability relationship8: First, is the forum holding the actor to account internal or external to the organization? Second,

is the forum’s degree of control weak orstrong? And third, is the relation an upward form of vertical accountability, such

as when researchers on a project report the project leader for misusing their findings? Is it a downward form of vertical

accountability, such aswhen a topbureaucrat holds a lower-level advisor or analyst to account?Or is it a horizontal form

of accountability, one inwhich the expert and forummembers are peers? Combining these three dimensions, and their

sub-specifications, yields 12 different types (Figure 1).

Bureaucratic accountability on this approach is for example specified as an accountability relation that is hier-

archical downward vertical, internal to the organization, and typically characterized by a high level of control. Peer

professional accountability, on the other hand, is horizontal, internal, andmarked by low level of control.

Yet, some important dimensions for discussing expert accountability are missing in this taxonomy. In particular,

Lindbergh’s subtypes do not specify which aspect of the work the actor is held accountable for, nor the more specific

accountability standards. To analyze these aspects, Bovens, Schillemans, and Robert Goodin’s approach is useful as a

supplement. Their taxonomy is based on five questions: (1)Who is the actor held accountable? (corporate, hierarchical,

collective, and individual accountability). (2) What is the nature of the forum to whom accountability should be

rendered? (political, bureaucratic/managerial, legal, professional, and social accountability). (3) What part of the

actor’s conduct is he being held accountable for? (financial, procedural, or product accountability). (4) What are the

standards by which the agent should be held to account by the forum? (bureaucratic, legal, professional, and political
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LANGVATN AND HOLST 5
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F IGURE 1 Lindberg’s taxonomy. The table is from Lindberg (2013, p. 213) with box coloring and supplementary
comments under each subtype added

accountability) (Bovens, 2007; Bovens et al., 2014). This taxonomy does not focus on whether the source of control

is external or internal, nor on the strength or direction of control and is thus not preferrable to Lindbergh’s taxonomy;

yet it brings valuable additional nuances and dimensions. For instance, it alerts us to the fact that the type of forum

that holds an expert to account does not always use a single standard for assessing the actor’s work, or assess only

one aspect of the expert’s work (cf. Willems & Van Dooren, 2012). A political forum, say a Minister, may for example

seek to hold an in-house expert to account both for adherence to rules and procedures in the Ministry (bureaucratic

accountability), for legal norms and standards (legal accountability), and for a standard based on political demands or

preferences (political accountability).

Below we illustrate how one may analyze expert accountability relations using Lindbergh’s taxonomy but

supplementing it when needed.

4 HOW ARE EXPERTS HELD TO ACCOUNT?

It is often said that experts in governance processes are unaccountable, but at a closer look we find that experts

typically stand in multiple accountability relationships. Take an in-house economist of the Ministry of Petroleum and

Energy, one whose area of responsibility includes writing the part of the impact assessment report that summarizes
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6 LANGVATN AND HOLST

the commissioned expert reports on the social and economic consequences of petroleum development in the Barents

Sea. Obviously, such an expert will stand in a bureaucratic accountability relation to his administrative superiors in the

Ministry, a type of accountability relationship that is internal to the organization, vertical upwards hierarchical, and

marked by high control. In this type of accountability relationship, the expert will primarily be accountable for abid-

ing by the rules and procedures (procedural accountability), how money is spent, both for private expenses such as

travel allowances and budgets for research (financial accountability, auditing), but also accountable for outputs and

outcomes (product accountability). The expert is legally accountable for every part of his job that is regulated by laws,

and he can be summoned before a court and held legally accountable in a civil case for things like harassment, and in a

criminal case for things like corruption. Also, the expertwill be audited internally or be held fiscally accountable, or both,

for private expenses such as travel allowances and budgets for research.

The in-houseeconomyexpert is not in anydirectpoliticalordemocratic accountability relationship to voters.However,

he can in theory be summoned before a parliamentary committee, but unless the expert has done something that can

be punished in criminal law, it is the Minister who will ultimately be held to account for mistakes made in his ministry

(a hierarchical accountability relation). The Minister of Petroleum and Energy may be said to be the expert’s direct

political principal andwill have a strong interest in the content of his report.While there are no formal procedures for

holding the expert politically accountable, the political leadership of theMinistry is likely to assess the outcome of this

experts’ work also based on political considerations. Formally, the political leadership may not interfere in the expert

economist’s expert judgments, but it is not unlikely that political principals will have a heightened level of scrutiny

vis-à-vis in-house and contracted experts if the expert’s findings go against the principal’s political wishes. If so, the

in-house expert stands in an informal political accountability relation.

Importantly, the expert also stands in a peer professional accountability relation internal to the organization. Peers

herewould be other experts in the samedomain. This type of accountability relation is horizontal and typicallymarked

by a low degree of formal control and assesses the expert’s work based on professional norms and standards. In

addition, comes reputational accountability to peers outside the state apparatus, such as professors of economics in

academia. Civil society and media can also try to hold the expert to account in a societal accountability relationship.9

Activist groups may for example ask the expert to explain and engage in a discussion of his assessment of the existing

research. In our case Greenpeace and Nature and Youth tried to hold those responsible for the impact assessment

report, including the experts writing it, accountable by pursuing both legal, reputational, and societal accountability

simultaneously, that is, by suing the state for the opening decision, hiring external expert economists to help them

document themistakes, and simultaneously bringingmedia attention to themistakes of the report.

5 CRITERIA FOR SAYING THAT AN EXPERT IS, OR IS NOT, ACCOUNTABLE

This attempt to capture accountability relations for one of the many types of experts involved in the opening of the

southeastern Barents Sea is incomplete but suffices to illustrate how one may embark on a mapping of the different

accountability relationshipswhich experts involved in governance are part of. Yet, mappings of this sort do not directly

address the legitimacy worry connected to expert’s influence on public policy. Yes, experts stand de facto in multiple

accountability relations, but are they held sufficiently to account? Or, put differently, when is there an “accountability

deficit”?

Let us once more concretize by going back to our case. Some of the things for which the impact assessment report

was criticized were noticed already in the public consultation, such as not including the social and economic costs

of increased carbon emissions. Other omissions were first discovered by the two economists commissioned by the

environmental organizations. The two economists discovered that the report had failed to discount the expected

costs and future incomes, and also that the estimated future gross income on the low scenario (with small petroleum

findings) was the double of what one would expect. The latter mistake was traced back to a single Excel-typo in an

underlying report providedby thePetroleumDirectorate (Greaker&Rosendahl, 2017b; Taraldsen, 2017b). Also, other
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LANGVATN AND HOLST 7

methodological choices in the report strengthened the impression that opening would be very profitable, for instance

the projection that the oil pricewould remain at 120USDper barrel. By the time the first licenseswere awarded the oil

pricewas down to45USD. Someof thesemistakes in the report also found theirway into thewhite paper presented to

Parliament (Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 2013b). The result was that the economic risks of opening

this part of the Barents Sea were underplayed, and this is likely to have influenced Parliament’s decision to open. In

such a situation, what would it mean for the expert economists in the Ministry who wrote up the Impact Assessment

report, and the experts in the Petroleum Directorate who prepared the underlying report with the Excel-typo, to be

sufficiently held to account?

This type of question has both empirical and normative aspects. It is empirical, in the sense that empirical investiga-

tions must be made in each case to assess whether experts stand in the appropriate accountability relationships and

whether these relations function as they are supposed to. However, such empirical analyses also involve assumptions

about the proper normative assessment standards. Three purposes of accountability relationships are recurrent in the

literature (Aucoin &Heintzman, 2000, p. 45; Bovens, 2007, p. 462–463; Bovens et al., 2008):

1. Accountability as a way to ensure democratic, or popular, control.

2. Accountability as a way to prevent corruption, abuse of power, and arbitrary exercise of power.

3. Accountability as away to enhance epistemic standards, learning, and contribute to the effectiveness of achieving stated

goals.

When we ask whether an economic expert preparing an impact assessment report is sufficiently accountable, we

must reflect on the implicit normative criteria relied on: Is the main problem one of ensuring more political or demo-

cratic accountability? Prevent corruption and power abuse, or secure epistemic quality, professionalism and induce

learning cycles within the organization? Or some specific combination of these goals or values?

In general, some types of accountability relations aremore conducive to securing the aim of a democratic rule than

others, for example, the possibility of democratically elected forums, like parliaments, to hold actors to account. A

mix of audit, bureaucratic, and legal accountability relations is typically seen as contributing to preventing corruption,

while peer professional and reputational accountability relations are often considered to be primarily conducive to

securing epistemic standards and learning. Thus, it is natural that actors with different roles and normative priorities

in a casewill be led to focus on different types of accountabilities. Yet, often onewants to achieve all these goals, but as

we shall see, different types of accountabilities can easily come into conflict and also create accountability overloads.

Political and societal actors tend moreover to disagree on what the main normative problem is, and who should

be held to account: When the expert mistakes in the impact assessment report became known, there were several

calls for heads to roll: Some asked the Director of the Petroleum Directorate to step down (an example of hierar-

chical bureaucratic accountability where the leader is held to account for mistakes made in the organization), while

others demanded a hearing with the sitting Minister of Petroleum and Energy in the Parliament’s Standing Commit-

tee of Scrutiny and Constitutional Affairs (hierarchical political accountability). One also called for the very practice

of impact assessment studies to be reviewed by the Office of the General Auditor (a horizontal audit relation) (NTB,

2017; Taraldsen, 2017b; Tomassen, 2017).

These calls for accountability were primarily voiced by environmental activists and by politicians who were criti-

cal of opening new areas for petroleum activity. Some of these critics characterized the mistakes and what they saw

as a skewed focus in the report as possible corruption, or deliberate fraud, with the purpose of securing continued

petroleum production in Norway, while some framed the report’s mistakes primarily as a democratic problem, argu-

ing that the government had presented Parliament with an inadequate knowledge basis for opening the area. Other

actors, like the Director of the Petroleum Directorate, focused primarily on the Excel typo and characterized it as

a “human mistake,” arguing that it had no significant impact10—a problem characterization that would point in the

direction of accountabilitymeasures that could improve learning and the epistemic quality of future impact reports.11
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8 LANGVATN AND HOLST

As we have seen, economic experts in the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy are not directly democratically

accountable to voters, but they can be called to give an account of their performance to a democratically authorized

forum such as a minister or a parliamentary committee. These indirect political accountability relations give a certain

democratic control, and they can in some cases help prevent certain types of corruption and also induce learning. Yet,

as we shall see, strong accountability relations to a minister or a minister’s proxies, can also compromise an expert’s

professionalism and independence, and thus undermine the epistemic qualities of the outcomes which are central to

legitimizing experts’ role in governance in the first place.

Including experts in theprocess of governancehas beenpresented as the “filter” that ensures the “truth-sensitivity”

of political decisions, reflecting how the primary normative justification of involving expertise is typically epistemic

(Christiano, 2012): If we at all find it defensible to consult or delegate decisions to the most knowledgeable in some

area, we do it because we believe their extra knowledge can enlighten policy making and political processes. On this

assumption, the main focus of proper accountability regimes for experts should be to ensure the epistemic quality of

experts’ work (Holst & Molander, 2017), meaning also that there should be a particular attention to induce learning

from past mistakes. This typically requires an emphasis on horizontal forms of accountability. However, shifts toward

more horizontal accountability—such as more internal or external peer review—may often be resisted, for example

within aministry, because it can reduce the democratic or bureaucratic control over the experts and the outcomes.

Still, it is important to see that even when there is agreement on the right balance of normative aims, a range of

challenges will occur in trying to hold experts accountable.

6 WHAT ARE THE PARTICULAR CHALLENGES OF HOLDING EXPERTS
ACCOUNTABLE?

There are at least two particular challenges when holding experts to account. One of them, the problem of epistemic

asymmetry, stems fromthe specific characteristics of theexpert/nonexpert relationship. Theother, the problemof expert

biases and mistakes, connects with somewell-known distinctive features of expert behavior. Besides, there are several

general challenges of holding actors to account that tend to intensify when the actor is an expert, such as the problem

of forum drift, the problem of many eyes, and the problem of many hands.

6.1 The problem of epistemic asymmetry

A certain information asymmetry characterizes any forum–actor and principal–agent relationship, butwhen the actor

is an expert and the forum (which may, or may not, be the expert’s principal) consists of nonexperts the asymmetry is

moreprofound.With “expert”weunderstand someonewith considerable knowledgeof somekind in somedomain, and

more knowledge thanmost others, and this epistemic asymmetry between experts and nonexpertsmakes it harder for

effective accountability relationships to develop. Such asymmetries between forums and expert actors are variable,

but not seldom significant. If so, it will be hard for nonexperts to assess directly the validity of experts’ reasons and

explanations, and this constitutes a special challenge for account-holding. It follows from this that effective regimes for

holding experts to accountwill typically have to involve peerswith the same kind of expertise. This involves horizontal

forms of accountability, such as peer professional accountability to other experts within the institution, but also repu-

tational accountability to other experts in the field outside the organization. Thought-provokingly, even simple expert

mistakes like the failure to discount the costs and income, and the exaggerated expected incomeon the low scenario in

the impact assessment report, are very difficult to discover for noneconomists. Illustratively, neither of thesemistakes

were discovered when the impact assessment report was sent out for public consultation, but only years later by the

two commissioned economists.
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LANGVATN AND HOLST 9

6.2 The problem of expert biases and mistakes

Expert biases and mistakes are more common than often thought. They occur because experts, as nonexperts, are

fallible humanbeings, but also because expert cultures, behavior, and interactions are prone to specialmisconceptions,

prejudices, and failures.

When using scientific methods, scientists are obviously less prone to make errors than laypeople. Yet research in

cognitive psychology shows that expert judgments are more exposed to elementary fallacies than we like to think

(Kahneman, 2012). Experts have also a dubious reputation as forecasters (Tetlock, 2005) and tend to be systematically

biased in favor of their own discipline and frame problems so they fall within their preferred intellectualmatrixes (Tell-

mann, 2012). Experts may moreover be more or less biased by their self-interests, or have ideological commitments,

or other deeper normative orientations that influence their judgments. Such orientations can for example influence

economists’ or other experts’ judgments regarding risks and gains.

The problem of epistemic symmetry suggests that holding experts to accountwill have to involve peer professional

and reputational accountably relations, but given the problem of expert mistakes and biases, there is the worry that

expert peers will be vulnerable to the same faults and blind spots. Peer professional accountability, in which peers

within the same organization hold each other to account, for instance economists within the sameministry or agency,

is particularly vulnerable in this respect. One strategy is to supplement such internal peer review, with accountability

to peers that are external to the organization and also have different motivations and roles. An independent pair of

eyes will often be able to spot mistakes that have slipped through the cracks, as we saw with the two commissioned

economists in the impact assessment example. Yet, in more unfortunate cases, and insofar as external peer experts

are from the same profession and domain of expertise, they may be prone to the same kinds of biases and narrow

framings. These are problems that are often highlighted in the growing literature on scientific peer-review: Although

several findings show that peer review improves the reporting of the results of research, there are examples of peers

that overlookmistakes and even fraud, and peer review can become an arena for turfwar battles, and prevent newand

competing theories and research from developing.

Multidisciplinary peer accountability in which the expert is reviewed by experts from other disciplines, can both

be internal or external to the organization. Such accountability forums may be less suitable for discovering technical

and scientific mistakes, but have the benefit of bringing in different epistemological perspectives that can counter

groupthink and disciplinary bias, and also broaden the framing of the problems and range of possible solutions.

Such accountability forums, however, will often face challenges connected to epistemic asymmetry, translation, and

communication.

Stakeholder involvement and panels, and lay citizen involvement are other horizontal forms of accountability that

may be appropriate in policy areaswhere facts are uncertain, values in dispute, and the societal stakes high (Funtowitz

& Ravetz, 1997). Stakeholder foras are sometimes institutionalized by expert-led agencies, such as public health and

environmental agencies that operate at an arm’s length from government (Schillemans, 2008). But here recruitment

and administration can pose a significant challenge.Moreover, such external review is potentially seen as a hassle, and

by political and bureaucratic principals as a threat to control over end products and policies. Yet at times ministries

also see a culture of transparency andexternal reviewas epistemically profitable, or as necessary toboost the agency’s

legitimacy vis-à-vis the public (Schrudson, 2015).

The impact assessment case suggests that it may be easier to expose and hold experts accountable for concrete

mistakes, than for overconfidence in their own discipline and value-laden judgments. The Excel-typo received a lot

of press coverage, and caught the attention of politicians in Norway, although the economists who discovered the

typo argued that the other mistakes in the report were more serious and reflective of a deeper bias, or a commit-

ment to opening up new areas in theMinistry of Petroleum and Energy (Greaker & Rosendahl, 2017b). This claimwas

to some extent substantiated by published internal exchanges where senior bureaucrats in the ministry warned the

Petroleum Directorate against including new findings in the report that would “talk down” the opening (Fjeld, 2020).

But before these exchanges were published the charges of bias in the ministry got little public attention. Specific
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10 LANGVATN AND HOLST

mistakes like the Excel-mistake are typically easier to understand and communicate to a forumof nonexperts, whereas

tracing biases can often requiremore substantive competence. Knowing whether claims about biased expertise come

from experts who are themselves trustworthy is also difficult. Once more, this shows the importance of horizontal

forms of accountability, and how the problem of experts’ biases andmistakes intimately connects with the problem of

epistemic asymmetry.

6.3 The problem of “forum drift”

Sometimes, the reason why actors are not held to account, is that the fose responsible for doing so fail to even try.

Recent contributions refer to this as “forum drift” (Schillemans & Busuioc, 2014). This is a major challenge for holding

experts accountable in a way that ensures the distinctly professional and epistemic qualities of their work.

Drifting forums—or an established accountability forum’s failure to try to hold an actor accountable—is less likely

to occur where the direct principal also is the forum that holds the actor to account. This is because a principal has an

incentive to hold the actor accountable (Schillemans & Busuioc, 2014, p. 193). The political principal of an expert who

works in a ministry will typically have a strong interest in the outcomes or political implications of the expert’s work

butwill also often be unable to assess themore technical and professional aspects of the expert’s performance. Hence

the “forum” that can hold the expert to account for the professional aspects of his work, will often have to consist of

other qualified experts or peers. As we have seen, this may include other in-house experts, but also outside experts,

for example from academia.

Such peer review, or peer-professional accountability relations, are crucial for sufficient expert accountability, but

they are also particularly vulnerable to forum drift. Assessing the complex work of an expert peer tends to be difficult

and time-consuming, even for a peer. Furthermore, very few expert professionals have the task of holding other peers

to account as their sole or main occupation, and studies show that full-time professional accountability forums like

ombudsmen aremore effective than part-time and voluntary forums (Schillemans & Busuioc, 2014).

The problem of forum drift will typically be more notorious in reputational accountability relations since such

relationsoftendependona forumwithvoluntaryparticipation.12 Thepublic consultationprocessof the impact assess-

ment report for the southeastern Barents Sea may exemplify. This report was sent out to 160 organizations from

governmental bodies, civil society groups, and research units, where one-third responded. Yet, the public consultation

did not uncover any of the major mistakes in the report’s numbers. How can this be?Writing responses to public con-

sultations is not work that is considered meriting, and with time pressure it is often not prioritized. Experts may also

be reluctant to publicly criticize their peers. Moreover, external experts often have little to gain from holding peers

involved in governance to account, and little to lose from opting out.

Reviewing experts who are involved in governance may also involve challenges and costs for peers that are out-

side of the organization. One is the practical problem of getting access to all the relevant documents and information.

Receiving permission from one’s employer can also be an obstacle for peers, especially for those working in institutes,

agencies, or firms with close ties to business or to the government. Engaging in high profile accountability holding

of professional peers, as the external economists involved in the climate court case against the Norwegian state did,

may also come at a cost. Many professionals dislike being perceived as activist or political, and thus as biased and

unprofessional; this is at odds with their professional ethos, and could also harm their further careers.

6.4 The problem of many eyes

The “problem of many eyes” refers to the difficulties that can occur when different principals or forums hold a person

or organization accountable. This is a problem with special relevance for holding experts accountable since experts’

core tasks are often complicated and require an extensive use of professional discretion.
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LANGVATN AND HOLST 11

One variety of this problem is referred to as “diverted accountabilities” (Strøm, 2000), meaning that actors are held

to account by different forums, which in turn can ask for different types of information about different aspects of

the actors’ work, and have different criteria of what counts as appropriate conduct (Bovens, 2007, p. 455; Mulgan,

2000, p. 559–60). Accountability mechanisms that are designed to increase compliance and reduce corruption are

widely thought to be in tension with mechanisms designed to improve performance and epistemic quality, and the

more complicated the task at hand is, themore pressing this accountability paradox seems to be (Behn, 2001).Making

supreme court judges more accountable to Parliaments, may increase popular control, but will at the same timemake

judges more prone to political pressure and thus less accountable from the perspective of preventing corruption and

misuse of power. To strengthen the in-house economist in theMinistry of Petroleum and Energy’s upward hierarchical

bureaucratic accountability tobureaucratic superiors canmakehimconformmore to the internal normsand standards

of the Ministry. But if this accountability relation is too strong this may lead the expert to focus more on satisfying

standardized, detailed requirements of reporting andquantifiable outputs, or the superiors’ political preferences, than

on satisfying the norms and standards of his profession.

A different, but related problem, is that of accountability overloads (Bovens et al., 2008) or accountability excess

(Bovens, 2007, p. 462). Being held to account by numerous different forums with different goals, for different aspects

of one’s actions, and according to different and sometimes also conflicting goals and standards, can make an actor or

organization paralyzed or distracted from the core task (Koppell, 2005). Too much accountability may be particularly

problematic for experts whose core tasks are demanding and require professional autonomy and integrity.

Inwell-functioningpolitical systems, expert academics andprofessionals have institutional protections of their pro-

fessional autonomy, that is, “academic freedom,” when theywork in the university system, butmuch less sowhen they

work in public administration. The latter, along with experts working in research institutions with strong bindings to

the stateor particular sectors, areparticularly vulnerable tobothmultiple conflicting accountabilities andaccountabil-

ity overloads. We have here emphasized accountability which is ex post facto, but many types of control and pressure

and interference frompolitical andmanagerial principals in an expert’s ongoingwork adds to the problemofmany eyes

for experts (Busuioc, 2009).

6.5 The problem of many hands

Most political and policy decisions pass throughmany hands before they are put into effect (Thompson, 1980), and the

experts tend to be midstream in such processes. A dizzying number of actors are involved in the production of expert

reviews and analyses, such as the impact assessment report in our example, and this makes it hard to identify who has

contributed with what, and thus who should be held accountable for what. As a result, experts whose work or advice

has been relied on are seldomheld to account, evenwhen something goeswrong. Thismay be particularly problematic

when experts are involved in cases where the decision to be made has low political salience and when the political

principals have little interest, knowledge, or preferences in the area. In such cases, experts are likely to have a larger

influence, because theymore easily can shape the involved political actors’ initial preferences and the agenda.

When issues are politically salient, with high stakes, or controversial across sectors—such as the decision to open

new areas for petroleum activity—, decisions pass through more hands. This reduces the risk of experts’ defining the

agenda and shaping preferences frombehind the scenes, and here themany handsmay strengthen the political, demo-

cratic and social legitimacy of decisions. However, even in such cases, the experts themselves are seldom directly

watched and held to account by outsiders. One reason is the epistemic asymmetry involved in assessing their work,

another is that in-house experts are unlikely to be public figures. Often reports such as the impact assessment report,

will appearwithout individual author names. Thismakes it in practice impossible for any outsiders to hold the involved

experts individually accountable. Anonymity, together with the problem of many hands, may also reduce the experts’

sense of responsibility for their work and make them less likely to hold their peers and principals to account if their

findings or data is misused.
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12 LANGVATN AND HOLST

7 DOES EXPERT ACCOUNTABILITY ENHANCE THE LEGITIMACY OF
EXPERT-RELIANT GOVERNANCE? A CONTINGENT YES

Expert accountability—in the core sense which we have delineated—can contribute to preventing corruption and

undue inequalities in political power, aswell as tominimizing plainmistakes, agencydrift, sloppywork, overconfidence,

group-think, and ideological bias in policy- and decisionmaking. Initially, holding experts to account is thus essential to

addressing the legitimacy problems of contemporary expert-reliant governance. Still, these problems come in many

different varieties, and there are inevitably tradeoffs, so no accountability regime can achieve all goals evenwhen they

are settled.

When experts are “decision-makers,” such as a judge or the chair of a central bank, there will, at least in well-

functioning political systems, be formal accountability mechanisms in place that are deliberately designed to balance

concerns about professional integrity and epistemic quality, possible corruption, and sufficient democratic control and

separation of powers. Inmany other cases, for example,when experts shape policies primarily as knowledge-providers

and agenda setters, accountability regimes are typically more haphazard, and not necessarily designed with enough

attention to the overall balance between professional integrity, preventing undue influence, and democratic account-

ability. Lack of attention to professional integrity is likely to be most intense for governmental in-house experts,

and particularly in cases where the political and bureaucratic principals do not respect the experts’ professional

independence and integrity.

The Excel-typo that wasmade by an expert in the PetroleumDirectoratewasmost certainly a “human error.” How-

ever, theministry’s failure tonotice the resultinghighgross incomeon the lowscenario, and someothermistakesof the

report, seem to point to biases or groupthink in a self-selected group of energy economists working in an institutional

setting where it has been taken for granted that petroleum activity is highly profitable. Themistakes in the report also

suggests insufficient internal and external peer professional relations and review procedures. Yet, as it became clear

in the third round of the climate court case, too strong political and bureaucratic accountability relations also seem

to have been an important factor for the mistakes. Here it was revealed that the Petroleum Directorate had made a

more updated estimate of the economic potential of opening the southeastern Barents see on their own initiative, and

that this new report estimated a significant risk of net loss. But the findings of this new report were not included in

theministry’s impact assessment report and not presented to Parliament (Fjeld, 2020).When this was revealed in the

court proceedings, it led to a political accountability process in which the former Minister of Petroleum and Energy

had to answer questions in a parliamentary hearing.

In this article we have suggested a context-sensitive approach to expert accountability, where we start by identify-

ing the problems the accountability regime is supposed to solve: In the case under scrutiny, is the main problem that

the involved experts are sloppy ormakemistakes? Is it that they are biased, have vested interests, or insufficient inde-

pendence? Or is themain problem rather that theymisuse their power, or have the power tomake decisions that they

should not be authorized to do? Andwhat is the optimal balance between these aims, for these types of experts, in the

given context?

As we have seen, it is itself often controversial to diagnose what is the main normative problem. Yet, given that

experts’ role as a filter formore truth-sensitive decisions is what justifies giving experts a special role in governance in

the first place, attempts to hold experts to accountmust have a special focus on upholding epistemic quality. The prob-

lemsof epistemic asymmetry andexpertmistakes threaten, however, the fulfillment of this filter function andgenerate

particular challenges for expert accountability. Other general challenges to accountability, such as the problems of

many eyes and hands, may also be larger when the accountee is an expert.

Wehave argued that horizontal forms of accountability, and peer professional and reputational accountability rela-

tionships inparticular, are generally vital to address theseproblems.Yet, thepersistentproblemofexpertbias suggests

that internal peer accountability may be insufficient. Both external peer accountability and accountability to peers in
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LANGVATN AND HOLST 13

neighboring domains of expertise—and in some cases also to affected parties and stakeholders—can thus be necessary

to prevent mistakes, bias, and induce learning.

Forum drift may be the most acute challenge for well-functioning horizontal forms of accountability such as peer

review and reputational accountability. Many factors contribute to expert forum drift, and no simple solutions are

available. A sufficient number of permanent academic positions with the academic freedom, time, and job security to

be able to take on peer review tasks seem important. Changes in academic institutional incentives and culture may

also be necessary to ensure that peer accountability tasks are seen as meriting and prestigious, especially those that

are voluntary.

Also, journalists with relevant sector and case knowledge and opportunities for doing investigative journalism

seem crucial. Public consultation regarding legislative proposals and the knowledge basis of policies and political

decisions—such as impact assessment reports—is furthermore important both for transparency in policy processes

and for getting epistemic input from different relevant sectors and perspectives. Such inputmay uncover specific mis-

takes, but it may bemore difficult to correct for bias and narrow framings, in particular if the public consultation takes

place late in the political process.

Often then, a combination of internal and external peer review, including stakeholder involvement, early in the pro-

cess, or on a regular basis, would be away to go. As our case shows, highlymotivated civil society actorswho have their

own experts, or who commission experts, may play a very important role. Still, for expert accountability to work effec-

tively, itwill often benecessary to have someonewho is accountable for the horizontal account holding to actually take

place. This may require an increased formalizing of horizontal accountability relationships. Again there is a delicate

balance to be upheld, and there will often be unavoidable tradeoffs between the goal of increasing epistemic quality,

and sufficient democratic control and reducing abuse of power: Adding too much political and bureaucratic or man-

agerial accountability of experts, or ongoing control, will typically be counterproductive, both because the epistemic

asymmetry is considerable, andbecause expert knowledge is particularly vulnerable to conflicting accountabilities and

accountability overloads.

Finally, even the right, and rightly tuned, kindof horizontal accountability is not apanacea for all problemsof expert-

reliant governance. In particular it seemsnecessary to cultivate both individual and collective epistemic norms and virtues

in expert communities. Any expert accountability regimewill tend to be ineffective if expert accountees are not commit-

ted to a proper professional ethos, and if there is a lack of long-term cultivation of well-functioning expert cultures in

society, including in higher education and professional training.

This article’s conception of expert accountability provides analytical tools to discern between different types of

accountabilities and aspects thereof, that makes us better equipped to locate the right balance of the right kind

of accountability types. Contriving a meaningful accountability regime aimed at holding experts in governance to

account, requires an awareness of the potentially conflicting aims and functions of account holding, and conscious

treatment of what we have listed as five key challenges to holding experts to account. We have identified forum drift

as a particular challenge for expert accountability that calls for structural changes to be overcome. Our discussion has

also helped us see that accountability cannot be the only answer to the pressing legitimacy challenges posed by the

“expertization” of governance.

We hope this approach can stimulate more research, both empirical and normative, on expert accountability. Non-

trivially, we believe our notion of accountability in the core sense, and ourway of analyzing sub-types of accountability

relationships may be useful for conducting descriptive and comparative mapping of expert accountability in particu-

lar cases or contexts. More importantly, we think our approach will enable better normative assessments of expert

accountability relationships. First, because it provides a systematic overview of implicit normative standards, and

also an overview of challenges and dilemmas for setting up accountability regimes for experts; this can be further

developed into case- and context-sensitive assessment schemes. Such schemes can then be applied in evaluations and

critiques of existing expert accountability regimes, and in turn stimulate recommendations for re-designing them.
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NOTES
1Others speak of a “process” (Bovens, 2007), “a mechanism,” or a “set of mechanisms of control.”
2Also referred to as “agent,” “accounter,” or “agent or institution being held to account.”
3Also referred to as “account-holder” or “accountee,” “master,” “principal,” or “authority.”
4Others rather speak of accountability as having four principal aspects: transparency; consultation; evaluation; and

correction, see Scholte (2011, p. 16).
5Here we draw from and combine Schillemans (2015); Lindberg (2013, p. 212); Bovens (2010, p. 951ff), andMulgan (2000).
6Sanctions can be informal such as being reprimanded, or not getting a bonus or a renewed contract.
7Hall et al. (2017); Tetlock (1992).
8Note that Lindberg uses the terms “agent” and “principal,” instead of “actor,” and “forum.”
9Lindbergh also refers to this as “diagonal accountability.”

10However, mistaken numbers were included at least one place in the white paper (Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and

Energy, 2013, p. 25).
11 It is notpublicly knownwhether therehasbeenaprocessof holding theauthorsof the reports to accountwithin theMinistry

of Petroleum and Energy, or changes in review routines to prevent futuremistakes.
12Here we speak of “forum drift” in a wider sense than Schillemans and Busuioc (2014) since the task of holding the actor to

account is voluntary.
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